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INTRODUCTION
We are delighted to introduce a generational change to the LEVESYS software suite. LEVESYS Version
5.1.10 is the first in the Web2 framework technology, owned and developed by our parent company,
JDM Technology Group (www.jdmtechnologygroup.com) and adopted by LEVESYS. This represents a
significant leap forward in the system’s capabilities and the benefits available for your business.
Teminology
It is important at this point to clarify terminology. The Web2 framework (framework) means that we are
using the Web browser for the user interface (UI). This is installed across your existing LEVESYS
database, wherever that is currently situated, as well as adding extensions to it for componentry native to
the framework. It does NOT mean that it is automatically “in the cloud…”. The framework does require
added componentry on your server infrastructure, and the appendix to this document contains our latest
guidelines. Any reference to Version 5 hereon means the Web browser UI. If your servers have reached
end-of-life and you are faced with decisions about upgrading your infrastructure, LEVESYS can now
provide hosting through our Microsoft Azure facilities. Please contact us if you would like to discuss this
option.
Those familiar with how LEVESYS Version 4 was rolled out will see similarities to that process with
Version 5, in that it is not a “big bang” change, but can (and should) be introduced in a methodical and
progressive way through your organisation for greatest benefit.
Advancing LEVESYS
The single most significant element of this release is the upgrade of the Perspectives reporting functions
to the Version 5 Business Analytics functions of the framework. The following sections of the document
highlight the key features of the Business Analytics. There is no doubt this delivers a substantially
improved information enquiry process, with dashboards and drill downs for greater visibility of key
business information right at your fingertips. It provides the basis for developing a wider range of
business intelligence at all levels of the organisation, and far more efficient information gathering and
decision support.
All but a handful of LEVESYS programs and processes will now be contained within the Version 5 UI.
We have migrated and rationalised the user menus in the Web, with a lot of existing reporting effectively
replaced by the Business Analytics. Existing tools and processes for tailoring user access based on roles
and responsibilities continue, but enhanced security and profiling features in Version 5 extends this
capability.
Once you have upgraded to Version 5, you then have further options to add new LEVESYS modules to
bring more of your business processes into one system. These modules provide new functionality for
added control and a wider array of business intelligence functions to automate more of your business
management requirements. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workflow Approvals and Alerts
Document Control
Project Management
Email integration
Smart Forms / Form data for reporting
Notifications and Alerts
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Further details of these modules are in the later sections of this document, or visit our website
www.levesys.com.
Importantly, Version 5 offers extensive capabilities for customisation to your particular requirements.
Whether it be Business Analytics, highly sophisticated dashboards, alerts and notifications around key
business KPI’s, customised formatting for reports, forms or email templates, our team has the skills to
help take your business to a whole new level, while fulfilling our purpose to position our clients for
improved profitability, reduced risk and sustained growth.
We look forward to guiding you through the roll out Version 5 in your business, and to bringing you
continuous improvements to the LEVESYS system in the months and years ahead.
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LEVESYS VERSION 5
LEVESYS Version 5.1.10 is a step change in the evolution of the LEVESYS software suite. It is a
generational change in technology. While this release incorporates many programs you are used to, our
development roadmap from hereon is directed at a rolling replacement of earlier generation programs
with revised programs, or adoption of Web2 framework applications. Our objective is to seek substantial
improvements in the user experience to make processes more intuitive, streamlined, matching
contemporary practices, so LEVESYS better serves the needs of your business.

Figure 1: Login Screen

INSTALLATION PROCESS
Rolling out Version 5 in your business involves a few steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Consultation to review current security settings and user profiles, and set up the programme for
rolling out Version 5;
Verification by our Technical Services team that your server infrastructure meets the minimum
standards as set out in the appendix;
Installation by our technical team of the Web 2 framework and extensions to your SQL database;
and
Following installation, an introductory session will guide you on the general navigation and
protocols, the Business Analytics enquiries, reports and dashboards, including advice and
guidance on the most suitable deployment for your business.
Further training and configuration sessions will be delivered on support hours on the following
areas:
o Menu security
o Enquiries and dashboards,
o Where applicable, Invoice Register for electronic invoice processing, and Workflow
approvals
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MENUS
Navigation in Version 5 is through a combination of a classic menu and “launchpad” type functions from
a dashboard tile.
You will see some significant changes in this menu. Program numbers have been removed, while the
menu item descriptions are intended to describe the purpose, not just the program name.
Menus and sub-menus have been grouped in a logical way, while many programs no longer in use are
not displayed.
Menus tie in very closely with security, so if a particular user group (or indvidual user) does not have
permission to access a menu item, it is just not displayed. Security features are expanded on in the
following section.
There are capabilities to modify and tailor menus to particular requirements, and LEVESYS’ Client
Services team can guide you through these processes.

Figure 2: Launching earlier generation LEVESYS program from Version 5 menu
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SECURITY
There are added security features with Version 5. These work to deliver overarching permissions to
applications, menus and enquiry grids. LEVESYS has integrated the security features of the framework
with existing role-based profiles for this release. This means all existing security will apply, while
providing the opportunity for you to tailor your permissions further. As a part of the implementation of
Version 5, updates to the existing default profiles will be installed which have been preset with menu
security and access permissions. Refer to Appendix 3 for details of the new or modified programs
included in the Version 5 release.
With Version 5 being a browser-based UI, login screens naturally change (see fig. 1). Users’ credentials
(ID and password) remain the same. In catering for functions that require company email addresses for
staff, such as Workflow Approvals and Notifications, the addresses that are stored against employee and
contractor masterfile records will be utilised by these new modules as they are deployed in your
business. In a similar vein, the framework contains a contacts database. This is automatically populated
with all debtor and creditor masterfile records, which then gives you the ability to add all your key
contacts for each of those organisations, including email addresses. This contacts database is utilised to
create project contact databases for a range of purposes, including Document Control and Project
Management applications.
Again, LEVESYS’ Client Services team will guide you through modifications and enhancements to your
system security to adopt the new user profiles, security and menu structures.
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BUSINESS ANALYTICS
This is the single most important aspect of this upgrade. Essentially it involves the migration of the
Perspectives reporting that has been a feature of LEVESYS for the past 8 or so years to the Version 5
(web) framework, which contains native features similar to Perspectives. These features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of multiple enquiry layouts by selecting columns from the field list
Creation of custom fields (using calculations)
Rename column headings from the default
Re-order columns
Filtering, sorting and search functions
Conditional formatting
Export to Excel

Figure 3: Business Analytics enquiry view. Equivalent to Version 4 Perspectives R1200 - Job Dissection Summary

There are added functions to deliver a whole new level of information management and efficiency:
•
•
•
•

Drill-down enquiry to related information and detailed transaction data, eliminating the
current practice of generating another report, making enquiry processes vastly more efficient
and intuitive
Single, consolidated views of all job committed costs (see fig. 4) and actual costs (see fig 5)
Presentation of enquiries in tables, several graph formats and tiles
Enquiry tables may also be output to MS Word tables to create formatted reports (see fig 6)
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Figure 4: Committed Cost enquiry

Figure 5: Actual Cost enquiry
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Figure 6: Word Report

Dashboards – user defined dashboards for all levels of the organisation. Place tiles and graphs on the
dashboard with drills to the underlying detailed information, eliminating many of the current reporting
processes. These dashboards enable information to be consolidated from different areas of the business
to a single focal point to make it far easier to keep your finger on the pulse.

Figure 7: Sample Project Dashboard
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In the process of developing the queries to deliver this information, and after consultation, it was decided
to amend some field names and descriptions to more commonly used and understood terms. A glossary
of these changes can be found in Appendix 2. Also, some field names have been abbreviated for better
fit.
As was the case with Perspectives, Business Analytics is delivered with default dashboards and views in
each of the enquiries, from which you can then create your own views.
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NEW OR REPLACEMENT MODULES
Those who have seen the product roadmap (the “donut strategy”) at our Forums in the past two years
may recall that a number of new applications and capabilites form part of the framework. To this point
LEVESYS has adopted these particular applications:
Workflow Approvals
Define your approval stages and limits of authority for a range of functions such as Purchase Orders,
Invoices, Subcontract Claims, documents, forms, changes to important or sensitive information. Approval
requests and actions can be notified and actioned by email, as well as appearing on a user’s approval
queue within the system, delivering a high level of control and further automating and streamlining
important business processes.
Document Control
Management and control of all project drawings, specifications and other crucial documents, with
revision management, and optionally, workflow approval processes for changes and notifications of
different events around those documents.
Beyond the classic project document control functions, the module can be implemented to store and
manage all your company’s documents such as HR, health and safety, policies, procedures,etc.
Project Management
Simple, easy to use, yet powerful applications for all your project management functions: Issues
Registers; Site Instructions; EOT’s; RFI’s; Defects; Submittals; Variation Requests; Minutes of Meeting.
These are transmitted by email, with full event logging and tracking of status. All actions are consolidated
on the Action List, for complete visibility of status and reminders of overdue tasks.
Email
The framework contains email functionality for a wide range of purposes. These include transmittal of
document packages and individual documents; transmittal and response handling for all the Project
Management activities; general project emails and other company email. The email controls can be
configured to automatically catalogue incoming emails at designated email addresses (similar to email
rules in Outlook).
More generally, the email fucntionality is used for transmission of purchase orders, progress claims,
invoices, etc, with the system holding a complete record of the transmittals.
Smart Forms
Smart Forms enables the creation of form templates for a wide range of purposes. Examples include:
health and safety checklists, site reporting, employee leave requests. You can incorporate any number
of photgraphs into a form, and capture any number of signatures.
Your existing forms can be migrated to this platform, which has mobile capabilities. Importantly, all fields
defined on a form generate data for reporting. Form data is available in the Business Analytics,
extending the range of business information available.
Notifications
The framework contains a notifications service that enables active alerts to be configured to your
requirements, and works in conjunction with Workflow to notify and escalate overdue approval requests.
Notifications provides the tools to take your business intelligence to a higher level, so you act sooner
rather than later to address risks and opportunities.
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Invoice Processing
A number of our clients have been using electronic capture and processing of invoices to varying
degrees for some time now. The framework contains these same functions and processes, but in a more
streamlined way. Naturally, it is integrated with Workflow for user defined approval stages and limits of
authority.
We will engage directly with each client on this migration, while for those still handling invoices manually,
you now havethe opportunity to implement this module, in conjunction with the Workflow, to reduce the
paper chase and gain greater control and efficiency in your invoice processing.
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FAQ’s
How do I get Version 5?
Quite simple really. Lodge your request via email to support@levesys.com and we will be in contact to
confirm that your server setup meets the guidelines, conduct the initial review of security, and schedule
the installation and training.
Is there a cost?
You are entitled to Version 5 as part of the normal upgrade path. It contains significant advancements
and benefits described in this document.
The initial consultation to review current security, technical settings and set the programme for upgrade
is a normal support exercise.
Once the programme is agreed and you have confirmed your order, there is a fixed fee of $5,000.00 (exGST) covering:
• the services for the technical installation of the framework;
• introductory session, providing an overview of:
o the new menu structure,
o general navigation and use,
o standard security; and
o the Business Analytics features.
This is designed to equip you with the knowledge and information to deploy the upgrade
progressively through the business.
For clients with multiple companies, the fee covers the installation for the first three (3) companies and
their Test Systems where applicable. Each company thereafter is $750.00 (ex-GST) per company.
•

Further training and configuration sessions will be delivered on support hours on the following
areas:
o Menu security
o Enquiries and dashboards, and where applicable
o Invoice Register for electronic invoice processing, and
o Workflow approvals.

It’s in the web browser. Does that mean I can access it anywhere?
To an extent. This version combines both generations of LEVESYS technology. Where the user only
needs to work with components that are native to the web browser, such as the Business Analytics
dashboards and enquiries, then they can be accessed solely in the browser (subject to whether you
make the “website” accessible outside the firewall).
As earlier generation programs (e.g. Job Details) will also be launched from the menu (see fig.2), use of
these programs requires the user to have logged into the network, just as they do now.
I want to add some of the new modules. What’s involved?
These represent extensions to your system as they always have, and require a brief proposal setting out
licence fees and implementation services based around each client’s particular requirements.
In the case of the Document Control module, this contains far greater capabilities and a wider array of
functionality than the earlier generation module. For those clients who have the existing module in place,
transitional arrangements will be made as and when you are ready to upgrade.
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Do I have to upgrade everyone at once?
No. One of the great features of this upgrade is that you can stage the rollout through your business.
You get the opportunity to tailor the Business Analytics and user profiles and security very carefully, and
migrate each group of end-users progressively. This method should ensure change is as effective as it
possibly can be.
Can I still refresh our Test Systems?
The test systems will be refreshed during the installation of Version 5. Thereafter refreshing of the test
systems will need to be undertaken by LEVESYS. To arrange for your test system to be refreshed,
please provide at least 24 hours notice to book this in.
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APPENDIX 1: SERVER REQUIREMENTS
LEVESYS Software & Analytics Recommended Hardware Specifications
November 2017
This specification applies to all servers and workstations associated with the LEVESYS Application.
ITEM

Up to 10 USER SYSTEM

Above 10 USER SYSTEM

LEVESYS Server1

Quad CPU

Quad CPU minimum

RAM

16GB

16GB
Increase with higher user
counts.

Server OS

WIN 2012 64-bit, or later.

WIN 2012 64-bit, or later.

MS SQL

2014 SP2 or later
Express or Full Edition

2014 SP2 or later
Full Edition

Hard Disk

Disk capacity requirements vary
depending on usage.

Disk capacity requirements vary
depending on usage.

Two server-grade redundant
disk channels:
1. File share, Databases,
and Log files
2. Operating System

Three server-grade redundant
disk channels:
1. File share and
Databases
2. Log files
3. Operating System

Workstations OS

Windows 10 Professional

Windows 10 Professional

Network Cabling

Gigabit Ethernet Switches

Gigabit Ethernet Switches

Network Interface
Cards

1000 Mbit

1000 Mbit

Remote Desktop /
Terminal Server2

LEVESYS Application Server
may be used also for Remote
Desktop services for less than
10 users.

Do not use LEVESYS
Application Server as Remote
Desktop Server.

Back-up

Client to provide daily offsite
backups.

Client to provide daily offsite
backups.

UPS

For all Servers and switches

For all Servers and switches
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RECOMMENDED HARDWARE AND NETWORK SPECIFICATIONS (Continued)
Notes:
LEVESYS Server1:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Plan for growth over the next 3-4 years.
The LEVESYS Application server may be a Virtual Server. If so, ensure that system resources
are not contending with other Virtual Servers.
Data storage requirements depend mostly on “document” data. Transactional data tends to vary
between hundreds of megabytes and ten gigabytes, but document storage is potentially much
larger. Documents include scanned invoices and email attachments, for example, potentially
numbering hundreds of thousands of items. Document storage could occupy hundreds of
gigabytes over time.
Use 1 Gb (per port) switches
Use CAT 5E or higher cable and Gb NICs for all workstations.
Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio is required.
Microsoft SQL Server Command Line Utilities are required on all workstations and servers where
the “Refresh Test System” process will be run.
The LEVESYS Application Server must have the following software installed:
o Microsoft Office
o A PDF writer
o LEVESYS utilises MS WORD and MS EXCEL, and requires an email client, preferably MS
OUTLOOK, to support a range of email functions within the software.

Remote Desktop / Terminal Server2:
•
•

•
•
•

Remember that the Terminal Services Server does the work of many workstations so an
underspecified Terminal Services Server can become the bottleneck of your system.
Allow substantial amount of CPU power and at least 500MB Terminal Services Server RAM for
each RDP Session plus application requirements. This is in addition to the RAM that you need for
the base OS which is around 512-800MB plus around 80MB per user profile for system
processes.
Use dual NICs, as the speed of communication between the TS and the LEVESYS Application
server can be a bottleneck.
Please consult with your IT Service Provider to ensure each Remote Desktop Services user will
have adequate bandwidth for the Remote Desktop Services.
The Terminal Services Server must have the following software installed:
o Microsoft Office
o A PDF writer
o LEVESYS utilises MS WORD and MS EXCEL, and requires an email client, preferably MS
OUTLOOK, to support a range of email functions within the software.
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Windows Networks
The following Windows networking features must be addressed by the client:
Windows 10 Power-Save Features
Windows 10 workstations commonly have a default setting on the Power Save features that means
when the workstation goes into Sleep/Hibernate or, when the operating system is set to disable the
network adapter to preserve power, it causes the LEVESYS software to lose its connection to the
network files.
The simplest way to address this is to select "High Performance" as the power plan, instead of the
default "Balanced" power plan. Alternatively, at least ensure the computer will never enter
Sleep/Hibernate mode while running LEVESYS software, and does not allow the operating system to
disable the network adapter. Click here for more information on the option to control network adapters
being disabled.
Opportunistic Locking
"Opportunistic Locking" is a feature of Windows shared drives designed to increase performance by
allowing workstations to maintain a local cache of a shared file. This feature does not work correctly for
applications which launch executable files from the network drive shares, because under certain
conditions one client disconnecting will cause another to lose the lock on a file. This feature needs to be
disabled on the server where LEVESYS shared files are stored. For more information and registry
settings click here.
"AutoDisconnect" feature
Windows is configured by default to "autodisconnect" mapped drives when they are not in use. This can
cause errors for the LEVESYS software, which relies on the drive connections staying current. For more
information and registry settings click here.
Drive Mapping via Group Policy
When drive mappings are controlled via Domain Group Policies, the default settings cause the drive
mappings to be dropped and recreated periodically. To avoid this problem, the default for Group Policy
distributed drive mappings should be changed from “Replace” to “Update”. For more information click
here

Firewall and other Internet requirements:
The LEVESYS Application Server requires settings on the site’s Internet Firewall. Settings are also
required in the client’s DNS Zone.
Web service for Web2 and LEVESYS RMC Mobility
The web service runs on the LEVESYS Application Server and will need to be available from the
Internet. As a default, the site will be “public facing”. Should the client prefer only to have the site
available through VPN, the client will be responsible for this configuration.
The client will need to provide:
• An A-Record for the service (e.g. levesys.clientdomain.com)
• SSL certificate for the A-Record (e.g. https://levesys.clientdomain.com)
• A port on the firewall opened and forwarded to the LEVESYS Application Server
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Browsers
The following internet browsers are suitable for the LEVESYS Web2 framework:
• Google Chrome
• Firefox
NB: Microsoft IE and Microsoft Edge are not supported
Web service for LEVESYS Construction Mobility
The Construction Mobility service runs on the LEVESYS Application Server and will need to be available
from the Internet. The client will need to provide:
• An A-Record for the service (e.g. levesys.clientdomain.com)
• SSL certificate for the A-Record (e.g. https://levesys.clientdomain.com)
• A port on the firewall opened and forwarded to the LEVESYS Application Server
Note: The same A-Record and SSL certificate for the Web2 service can and should be used for the
Construction Mobility service, but each service still requires its own firewall port.

LEVESYS Web Framework Email Requirements
New SMTP Mail Sub-domain for Web2 features
The Invoice Register, Workflow, Document Management and Project Management modules all require
the existence of a new, dedicated email domain. This would normally be a sub-domain of the client’s
existing DNS domain, for example, projects.clientdomain.com, as a sub-domain of clientdomain.com.
The client is responsible for creating the new subdomain and configuring its mx-records. The settings for
that domain will depend on the client’s network and existing email server configurations. The simplest
configuration would be to set the mx record to the IP address of the client’s firewall and configure the
firewall to forward port 25 to the LEVESYS Application Server. Sometimes this is not possible, for
example if the client’s firewall already has a rule for port 25. In such cases the mail may be routed
through the client’s on-premises email server, with additional configuration to the mail server to re-route
the traffic ultimately to the LEVESYS Application Server. Please consult your IT Service provider.
Outbound SMTP
The LEVESYS Application Server requires an email “relay” server for sending mail to the Internet. This
will normally be one of two configurations:
•
•

The client’s email server will route outbound mail. Either authentication details for an email
account are required, or the client’s email server must allow the LEVESYS Application Server to
relay mail anonymously.
A standard Microsoft SMTP service can be installed on the LEVESYS Application Server,
sending email directly to the Internet. In this case the client needs to ensure that the domain SPF
records are configured to include the address of the LEVESYS Application Server as an
authorised sender.

Email Addresses
• The LEVESYS Web framework invoice register relies on a dedicated email address for the
receipt of supplier invoices, e.g. invoices@....
• The client is responsible for the creation of this email address and must provide it to LEVESYS
on request.
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Disclaimer and Acknowledgement
The client acknowledges that, in authorising and instructing LEVESYS to proceed with installation of
LEVESYS software on its nominated hardware, it has complied with ALL the above requirements and
recommendations. Further, the client warrants that:
• computer hardware and peripherals are of commercial grade and have been professionally
installed and configured and that all hardware components have assured power supply within
the limits of manufacturers' specifications;
• Data cabling complies with national standards, is correctly terminated, maintains recommended
minimum distances from appliances and power cabling, and has been installed by a licensed
structured cabling contractor.
Where LEVESYS finds the environment does not comply with these requirements, the Client
acknowledges that any intervention and assistance provided by LEVESYS will constitute support
services in accordance with LEVESYS Standard Conditions as published, and will be billed accordingly.
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Appendix 2: Glossary
The Version 5 Business Analytics enquires include updated terminology from Version 4 Perspectives.
These changes are listed in the table below, and are intended to align to more commonly used terms.

Version 4 Perspectives field name

Version 5 Business Analytics field name

Budget Escalated…

Budget Revised…

Claim Gross

Claimed…

Claim Net (of retention)

Invoiced…

Contract Personnel

Contract Labour

Contract Value Base

Contract Value Original

Estimate to Complete

Forecast to Complete

Final Estimated Cost

Forecast Final Cost

PercentageOnLabAndOH

Markup on Labour

PercentageOnPurchases

Markup on Purchases

Perspectives list values fields TM, LM, and YTD, representing values as at the current period, previous
period, and in some cases the financial year to date. Version 5 drops the TM label, but retains the LM
and YTD labels, so where you see a field label, e.g. Claimed, Committed Cost, etc, that will be the value
for the current accounting period selected for the view.
We have also abbreviated some field names for better fit in the enquiry column headings. These
headings contain properties settings to apply your custom column heading without affecting the
underlying data query.
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Appendix 3: New or Modified Programs and Version 5
Inclusions
Web2 Users and Contacts Syncing including Project Contacts
The following programs and datafiles have been added or modified to facilitate the set up of users,
contacts and project teams in the Version 5 contacts database.
•

New Data Files
G1213 - Branch Manager Details
A1213 - Branch Manager Details Audit
G1214 - Construction Manager Details
A1214 - Construction Manager Details Audit

•

E121301U - Branch Manager
New program to assign an employee as a Branch Manager (against a GL branch code).

•

E121401U - Construction Manager
New program to assign an employee as the Construction Manager based on the Job
Classification.

•

E303 - Non Payroll Employee Details
Modification to add the entry of an email address for both non-payroll employees and contract
labour. As all Version 5 users will require a employee code to be applied to their user ID and an
email address, this program can be used to record both requirements for all non-payroll
employees.

Web2 User Access Types
The following programs are used to apply security access levels to users in the framework. These levels
will be applied to the LEVESYS Default Users in the 89000 series and will be inherited by those users
linked to the defaults.
•

New Data Files
G1002 - Web2 Acess Levels
A1002 - Web2 Access Levels Audit

•

E100201U - Web2 Access Levels
New program to set up the Web2 access levels asp er the definitions below.
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Web2 Security Access Level Definitons
Web2 defines three base levels of security access for users: Basic, Advanced, System Administrator.
These enable the following permissions:
Access Level
Basic

Code
B

Permissions
•
•
•
•

cannot modify menu
cannot modify views on grids
cannot set default view on grids
field chooser not available on grids

Advanced

A

•
•
•
•

cannot modify menu
can create/modify own views
can set default view
field chooser is available on grids

System
Administrator

S

•
•

Access to all functionality
In addition, can create and amend user/group views
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Document outputs to PDF
This upgrade includes a change to output many of the existing Word documents to PDFs. This change
has been made to meet the general expectation for PDF documents.
The table below lists those outputs that will be automatically printed to the screen as a PDF once the
Version 5 upgrade is in place.
This may mean a change of practice for some users where the Word document output is edited on
screen after it is produced. There are functions within LEVESYS to append documents to the order and
add further text to the order line item, and our Client Services team can guide you through those
processes.
Where Workflow Approvals is implemented, purchase orders are submitted through the framework to
route through approval stages. A PDF copy of the order will be attached to the email request for
approval.
CODE
E2101
R110601
R11073
R1112
R1173
R20010
R20523
R20524
R20531
R2104
R22519
R22547
R2258
R23510
R2354
R261
R264
R3623
R419

NAME
Credit Notes
Settlement Statements
Job Cards
Variation Letter
Progress Claim Schedule
Debtor Statements
Debtor Invoice Reprint
Progress Claim Letter
Multiple Debtor Invoice Print
Credit Note Reprint
Subcontract Progress Certificate
Subcontract Release Letter
Purchase Order Document
Email EFT Remittance Advices
Creditor Payments Remittance Advice
PAYG Payment Summary Print
Emailing PAYG Payment Summaries
Email Employee Pay Documents
Quote Letter to Word
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New LEVESYS Default User Profiles
The following is a list of the updated default user profiles that will be applied to all existing LEVESYS
users to allow access to log into Version 5. A utility will be run when installing the framework to correlate
the previous default user ID number with the new one wherethey have been applied to existing users.
The User IDs between 89000 and 89499 are reserved for LEVESYS default profiles. Where clients wish
to create their own profiles they must be created in the range 89500 and 89999.

89000
89001
89002
89003
89004
89005
89006
89007
89008
89009
89010
89011
89012
89013
89014
89015
89016
89017
89018
89019
89020
89021
89022
89023
89024
89025
89026
89027
89028

New Profiles
System Administrator
Chief Executive Officer
Director
Chief Financial Officer
Financial Controller
Commercial Manager
Construction Manager
Branch Manager
Office Manager
Payroll Manager
HR Manager
Estimating Manager
Service Manager
Plant Manager
Business Development Manager
Purchasing Manager
Estimator
Contracts Manager
Project Manager
Senior Contract Administrator
Contract Administrator
Service Co-ordinator
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Reception
Stores
Site Manager
Office Administrator
General Manager
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Sys Admin
Basic
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Advanced
Basic
Advanced
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Advanced

Previous
User ID
89000
89001
New
89003
New
New
89008
New
89002
89005
89006
89011
89009
89010
89007
89014
89011
New
89012
New
89015
89016
89017
89018
89019
89020
89013
New
New

Commercial-in-Confidence
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